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Two weeks before the 1992 Presidential Election, George Bush Senior
was trailing Bill Clinton in the polls, so he desperately tried to raise the
issue of the "Democrat" Party's radical environmentalism, a campaign
tactic the Jews' Media mockingly labeled "George Bush Gets Tough."
With rolled-up sleeves and loosened tie, Bush warned that "...if this guy
is elected (meaning Clinton,) we'll be up to our elbows in Spotted Owls."
Yet, it was Bush's OWN Interior Secretary, Manuel Lujan, who declared
the Spotted Owl an endangered species, thus killing the logging industry
in the American Northwest and forcing the construction industry to
import Canadian lumber. Bush probably never even knew it.
Similarly, in the second 1996 televised presidential debate between Bill
Clinton and Senator Bob Dole (R-KS,) the noticeably uncomfortable and
inarticulate Dole attempted to raise the issue of Clinton's repeated
nomination of radical and traitorous federal judges. Many of them still
confound us 30 years later with corrupt, treasonous and politicized
decisions, and most are more deserving of a stretch in federal prison
than life tenure on the federal bench. Without any effort to put the issue
into context, at one point the bumbling and clearly outmatched Dole
managed to sputter the question, "What about all these Clinton
judges?" Unfortunately, Dole had earlier voted to confirm 31 of 34 of
those "Clinton judges" to whom he only later objected.
Immediately after being elected in 2000 -- another election "Democrats"
desperately tried to steal -- George Bush Junior showed his lack of guts
and judgement by allowing Ted Kennedy to write his administration's
first education bill, which became the $200 Billion No Child Left Behind
Act of 2001. It lowered academic standards across the board so even
retarded and lazy blacks could successfully matriculate and go on to

college. It also formulated and initiated the brain-washing and
indoctrination of public school students that has now run amuck.
Likewise, when Senator Richard Burt (R-NC) assumed the Chairmanship
of the Senate Intelligence Committee in 2017, he immediately made
DEMOCRAT Senator Mark Warner of Virginia his "co-chairman." The
sneaky and highly-partisan Warner became the de facto chairman of that
committee, and the cowardly and hapless Burt became a laughingstock
when the serious work of the committee's investigations ground to a
halt. The Senate Intelligence Committee was effectively neutered at a
time when a conspiracy by Obama holdovers at the FBI, Justice
Department and intelligence community were actively engaged in a
criminal and treasonous coup against President Trump, using perjured
testimony before four FISA Courts to spy on Trump and attempt to
destroy him with false charges.
John McCain was an arrogant narcissist who felt he deserved accolades
and homage much like Kamala Harris insists upon today. It is no
coincidence that he dramatically rose from his sick-bed to betray the
GOP and cast the deciding vote to save ObamaCare, arguably the worst
piece of legislation ever to become U.S. law. That’s the kind of drama on
which he thrived. There’s an anecdote from his bumbling 2008
presidential campaign that defines McCain’s true character: he was
campaigning in North Carolina a few weeks before the election and told
his audience (paraphrase) to “VOTE FOR ME BECAUSE I'LL APPOINT
CONSERVATIVE JUDGES." It should come as no surprise that McCain was
one of the “Gang of 14” that had previously rejected most of President
George Bush Junior's more conservative judicial nominees.
For decades, an ostensibly "Republican Donor Class" has worked
feverishly to ensure that men and women of ability are NEVER
PERMITTED TO ASSUME POSITIONS OF REAL POWER AND AUTHORITY
in either the GOP, or in any branch of the federal government. What

these anecdotes illustrate is the prolonged war against conservative
Republicans in Congress by the GOP's donor class, and the latter's
willful subversion of reform efforts advocated by principled
Republicans.
Whatever their motives may be, the donor class works aggressively
behind the scenes to ensure that men or women of courage and principle
MUST NEVER LEAD THE REPUBLICAN PARTY. That's why it opposed
Ronald Reagan in 1976 and 1980, preferring instead such mediocrities as
Gerald Ford and George Bush Senior. It also opposed Donald Trump in
2016 and 2020, probably because its ranks are naturally suspicious of
men of honor and integrity. The GOP donor class would rather lose with
fools and idiots than support conservatives like Trump or Reagan. That's
one reason Sam Francis called the GOP "gracious losers."
That's also why -- in truly Machiavellian fashion -- the donor class has
often used its power and influence to ensure that the GOP is led by
mediocrities or traitors, who stifle the adoption of conservative reform
initiatives that should have become law decades ago. Recent examples
would be the timid presidential campaigns of Mitt Romney and John
McCain, and the elevation of such devious traitors as Mitch McConnell
to Senate Majority Leader, and John Boehner and Paul Ryan to Speaker
of the House. House Minority Leader Kevin McCarthy is hardly better.
The election of Donald Trump was a repudiation of decades of
treasonous “leadership” by our self-anointed donor class. That's why the
donor class worked feverishly to defeat him and then attempted to
destroy him after his election in 2016. Now, it desperately seeks to
defeat any Trump-endorsed Mid-Term Congressional or gubernatorial
candidate in order to take back control of the Republican party that it
lost by default to Trump in 2016.

The solution to ending the devious and frustrating subversion by our
donor class of conservative Republican reform efforts is to SUPPORT
TRUMP-ENDORSED CANDIDATES for Congress in your state's primary
elections, and NEVER support the candidates endorsed by the donor
class, except perhaps in a general election.

